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                                    Welcome to the Navigli district

                                    Officina12 is where the history of old Milan blends with an international contemporary touch.


                                    

                                    
                                        
                                        see our location

                                        make your reservation
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    A restaurant blending traditional and creative cooking




                                     Enjoy our selection of regional and creative recipes for your classic occasions, plus single course dishes complying to the latest culinary trends and habits.

                                    

                                    
                                        see our menu
                                        make your reservation

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    What’s new? Fire!

                                    This year marks the introduction of braziers, where a wide selection of premium meat varieties are cooked on charcoal fire.
                                    

                                    
                                        see our menu
                                        make your reservation

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    

                    

                

            

        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Tradition and creativity

                            Our cuisine

                            The pursuit of the highest quality, the choice of seasonal ingredients and a preference for local products: these are our essential values when we create our dishes.
 

                            
                                see our menu
                                see our wine list
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                                our great tradition
        Our region’s typical dishes, 
 made contemporary.

                            

                        

                    

                



                 
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                freshly-made pastaan Italian classic, 
 strictly hand-made.
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                                freshly-made pastaan Italian classic,  
 strictly hand-made.
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                                the good power of fire

the perfect match of high quality 


meat and charcoal fire.

                            

                        

                        
                    

                


               
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                fragrances from the sea
the day’s ultra fresh catch, 
 every day. 
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                            Exclusive halls and a feeling of refined peace  
 
                            our location

                            Officina12 is where the history of old Milan blends with an international contemporary touch.

                            
                                reserve your table
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                                        Different rooms,  
distinguished personalities

                                    

                                    
                                        The refined and sober Sala Officina 12 can accommodate about seventy people for a candle-lit dinner, while the more informal and scenographic Sala Loft on the intermediate floor hosts up to 60 guests. Last, the very peculiar Sala Fuoco, with its open brazier, carries another 50 people into a parallel reality due to its minimal-industrial style.

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        The unusual pleasure
 of eating in the open 

                                    

                                    
                                        Officina 12 is one of the few places in Milan with two separate outside areas: we can accommodate 60 people under the tensile structure in our internal garden (closed and heated in winter); on springtime and summer evenings, other 25 guests can sit in the elegant dehor overlooking the lively and picturesque Alzaia Naviglio Grande.
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                                Dove siamo

                                Alzaia Naviglio Grande, 12
20144 Milano

                              
                                
                                
                                Where we are
                            

                            
                                Opening hours

                                Lunch: 12-3 pm 
 Dinner: 7pm-00 am 
 Closed on Tuesdays at lunchtime
                            

                            
                                Reservations

                                
							Phone: 02 894 222 61

							Email: info@officina12.it



						For business events, weddings or group reservations, please write to our email address stefania@officina12.it


							make your reservation
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                        How to reach us

                    

                    
                        By public transports
                            
MM2 Underground (P.ta Genova station)
                            
Autobus 59, N6, 325 (viale Gorizia/via Vigevano stops) 
                            
Tram line 9 (viale Gorizia/via Vigevano stops)
                            
Tram line 3 (C.so di P.ta Ticinese angolo P.za XXIV Maggio stops)

                        By car
                            
Closest suggested parking lot: piazzale Staz. P.ta Genova

                        BikeMi stalls (bike sharing)
                            
 Viale Gorizia
                            
 P.za XXIV Maggio

                        GuidaMi parking lots (car sharing)
                            
 P.za XXIV Maggio
                            
 Stazione P.ta Genova
                            
 Via Custodi
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                        Reserve your table

                    

                    
                        
                            Call

                             +39 02 894 222 61
                            
 or complete the form below
                        

                        
                            
                                 Lunch: 12-3 pm
                                
 Dinner:  7 pm-00 am

                                Closed on Tuesdays at lunchtime

                        

                        

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            

                            
                                
                            

                            

                            
                                Day
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				I declare to be at least 16 years old and to consent to the processing of my personal data as indicated by the privacy policy, with the sole purpose of allowing communications between me and Officina12. *
                            

                            

                            
			    	

                            

                             Make your reservation
                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

